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INTRODUCTION 

Well-organized sets of terms and concept hierarchies play an important role in information interoperability. Shared 
vocabularies and formal domain ontologies are used by specialized teams within domain models, and by data owners 
and publishing houses to classify and mark-up datasets and papers. Use of shared vocabularies reduces ambiguity in data 
and provides for more effective human and machine discovery and use. Systems such as the Simple Knowledge 
Organization System (SKOS)[1] are well known and widely used to represent related concepts within a domain. SKOS 
formalization allows for hierarchical term relations (“broader” and “narrower” concepts), term synonyms, language 
variants, description, ownership and management metadata. SKOS vocabularies for a particular domain can be built by a 
domain expert with instruction in the methods of SKOS formalization. 
 
It can be difficult to build a vocabulary with appropriate term granularity. For example, if a marine biologist creates a 
vocabulary containing terms listing ocean fauna including one for “skate” and another for “sharks”, this will not be 
sufficiently detailed for a person specializing in skate classification who wishes to differentiate the False Argus Skate from 
Heald’s Skate. Even where comprehensive vocabularies of appropriate granularity for a particular task have been created, 
it is likely that a) multiple domain experts will be required to maintain different portions of a large vocabulary and b) the 
vocabulary’s uses will grow with time if it is initially useful. These points ensure granularity issues will eventually arise. 
 
Using even comprehensive and well maintained vocabularies in other systems can be difficult for the non-semantic web 
engineer. For this reason, we have developed a prototype tool that delivers terms relating to science keywords via a 
standard web page widget that many web developers, without specific knowledge of formal vocabularies, can use. The 
tool is delivered online at http://scikey.org.  

VOCABULARY OF VOCABULARIES CONCEPT 

We have developed a “vocabulary of vocabularies” (v-of-v) 
concept whereby an entire vocabulary, formalized in SKOS, 
may be regarded as containing “narrower” term definitions 
for a single term in another vocabulary. This allows high-
level vocabularies and more fine grained vocabularies to be 
associated, eventually forming a single vocabulary of terms 
at multiple granularities. Following the example above, a 
vocabulary just concerned with skate and detailing all 
known species could be associated with the single term 
“skate” in the above example ocean fauna vocabulary. 
Figure 1 shows this example graphically. With associations 
between separate vocabularies made in this way, rather 
than the terms from multiple vocabularies being directly 
pooled into a larger vocabulary, different domain experts 
may maintain specific, niche, vocabularies.  

VOCABULARY METADATA 

In order to impart knowledge about each vocabulary used in a v-of-v, we require each to describe themselves using a 
vocabulary metadata document which holds information about ownership, status and, crucially, allows inter-vocabulary 
linking. The scheme we used was derived from a scheme originally developed by the authors borrowing from generic 
dataset metadata schema such as Dublin Core[2]. The scheme in use now is an OWL ontology[3] that uses properties 
from existing well-known ontologies to describe each vocabulary. (Note the potential confusion here: we use terms from 
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Figure 1: The "vocabulary of vocabularies". Blue terms are 
of an 'ocean fauna' vocabulary. Those in green, the 'skate 
species' vocabulary. ‘skos’ indicates the SKOS namespace. 
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standard RDF ontologies, sometimes called “RDF vocabularies”, which are developed by semantic web specialists, to 
describe “domain vocabularies” which are developed and curated by science and research specialists.)  

We use the SKOS vocabulary property hasTopConcept 
(http://www.w3.org/2008/05/skos#hasTopConcept) to indicate another 

SKOS Concept (term) that a particular vocabulary’s terms detail at a finer 

level of granularity. Using a hasTopConcept property to point outside a 
vocabulary as opposed to the common practice of using it within a vocabulary 
and there defining the highest-order term allows linking between 
vocabularies after vocabulary creation. To do otherwise would require the 
finer-grained vocabulary to be altered to link between vocabularies which 

complicates management. The single, coarse, hasTopConcept-indicated 
terms and the terms within the finer granularity vocabulary are related as 
transitively skos:broader and skos:narrower. 
  
Status is given by a reg:status property from the Registry Ontology 
(http://purl.org/linked-data/registry) and other properties come from either 
Dublin Core or the DCAT (http://www.w3.org/TR/vocab-dcat/) ontology. 
They allow users of a vocabulary (individually or within a v-of-v) to judge trust 
for a particular vocabulary and its terms. This is important where multiple 

equivalent vocabularies exist. The metadata scheme as well as notes on its origin is available online at http://scikey.org. 
There is also a facility to generate a vocabulary metadata scheme instance there at http://scikey.org/page/vocabularies. 

GOVERNANCE 

With multiple domain experts maintaining vocabularies used within the v-of-v, many of whom are unknown to those 
managing the top-level vocabulary, distributed individual vocabulary governance is critically important for this work. Our 
separation of vocabulary data and its links to other vocabularies, achieved as described above, means any already 
managed vocabulary may be imported for use into the v-of-v and the system owners need only preserve the inter-
vocabulary linking and update as required. This removes the need for domain knowledge across all vocabularies. 
 
We are also implementing individual term lifecycle management for in-house vocabularies allowing evolution. Currently, 
vocabulary users typically only see the latest versions of terms but our tool will deliver version information both at the 
vocabulary level (users may choose which version of a whole vocabulary to use) and at the term level (term search 
matches list multiple versions). Links between vocabulary versions and term versions will be converted from domain-
specific versioning systems to the PROV ontology[4] in order to cater for consistent multi-version representation. 

TOOLS 

We have developed a v-of-v for science domain keyword classification vocabularies and with it a search web service that 
can be consumed by a widget. The widget can be embedded in web pages and used without specialist vocabulary 
knowledge. The web service uses one of several different term search algorithms such as semantic weighted search that 
we are testing. Vocabulary metadata documents can be created using another tool and vocabularies described using the 
schema can then be made available for use in the v-of-v. Vocabularies already in use, including a ‘user-defined’ term 
folksonomy for informally contributed terms listed along with their metadata and widget implementers may select all or 
only some vocabularies in the v-of-v for use based on their trust of each vocabulary. 

CONCLUSION 

We have developed this v-of-v concept, search service and consumer widget for it for a single domain – science keywords. 
The level of uptake will prove its utility or otherwise. If proved, we will develop v-of-vs for other domains. 
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Figure 2: Partial screenshot of the 
metadata scheme instance generator at 
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